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Anthropology and Sociology


Art


Asian Studies


Astronomy


**Biology**


**Comparative Literature**


**Computer Science**


Dance


Economics


English


Environmental Studies


Geosciences


**German and Russian**


Goldstein, Darra (editor in chief). *Cured*.

**History**


Frost, Peter K. "Debating the Allied Occupation of Japan (Part One)." *Education about Asia* 21, no. 2 (2016): 59-63.

———. "Debating the Allied Occupation of Japan (Part Two)." *Education about Asia* 21, no. 3 (2016): 47-51.


*Humanities*


**Latina/o Studies**


**Mathematics and Statistics**


Music


Physics


Psychology


**Religion**


Romance Languages


Theatre


**Williams Libraries**


**Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies**

